Accessibility at The Kinema In The Woods, Woodhall Spa

All 3 Screens are wheelchair accessible.
Screen One has a wheelchair spaces either end of row E (2 in total)
Screens Two and Three have two removable seats on row A which create one wheelchair space.
Booking of wheelchair spaces is strongly advised and can be done over the phone on 01526 352166 or by emailing boxoffice@kinemainthewoods.co.uk. Please do not assume a space has been reserved until you have received confirmation back from us.

All 3 Screens have a loop system that works on the T-position for hearing aid devices, and Screens 1 and 3 also have an infrared headset available for Audio Description (certain films only, please check before booking).

Access to the foyer, toilets and all three screens is on one level.

There is one disabled toilet with rails to help access from a wheelchair, and 2 unisex accessible self contained cubicles.

Subtitled films and these are shown on a regular basis, usually on Mondays. Please contact the box office if there is a particular film you would like to see subtitled and we will endeavour to put on a screening.

Relaxed Screenings are also shown on a monthly basis with the lights left on low and the volume reduced.

We accept the CEA Card which enables a disabled cinema guest to receive a complimentary ticket for someone to go with them. For more details see www.ceacard.co.uk. CEA Cards can be used to book online, over the phone or in person.

If you require any extra assistance with your visit please do not hesitate to speak to a member of staff or get in touch in advance of your visit.